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This Practice Note focuses on the IP aspects relating to the development of new and emerging technology, provides practical 
advice for parties engaging in collaborative working and the key considerations for protecting and enforcing their IP rights.

New technology

IP rights are valuable business assets and like any other asset owned by a business, that asset should be protected. There 
are a number of different IP rights in the UK, including but not limited to, trade marks, design rights, copyright and patents. 
Essentially, IP and the required protection depends upon the characteristic of the technology. For more information, see 
Practice Note: What IP assets a business may own and how best to protect them.

New technology is no different as it’s an asset with resulting IP rights. Further, such new technology is often a consequence 
of collaborative working between two or more businesses. It is strongly recommended that businesses actively consider at 
an early stage in their commercial relationships who will own any resulting IP and how best to protect such valuable rights.

Importantly, and in order to fully capitalise on the commercialisation of new technology, parties should be proactive in 
seeking an express agreement at the outset of any collaborative working. This includes joint ventures setting out the parties’ 
respective IP rights and duties. Such contractual certainty avoids conflicts and potentially expensive litigation at a later date.

Although it is important to consider each of the IP rights which may be available, technology relating to a new and inventive 
process or products can often satisfy the criteria for patent protection. The application process for patent protection is a 
complex area and one that parties are advised to seek specialist advice at an early stage. Considering whether this would be 
necessary is crucial in the early stages of a project when agreeing budgets and any division of responsibilities.

These issues as outlined can arise when parties engage in collaborative working. Common arrangements parties considering 
their IP rights can enter into include the following:

• assignment—transfers the ownership of IP rights to another party, the other party who will be the assignee will 
become the new owner of the IP rights. See Precedents:  Intellectual property assignment—pro-assignee and 
Intellectual property assignment—pro-assignor

• collaboration agreement—deals with the ownership, management and exploitation of jointly created IP. See 
Precedent:  Collaboration agreement

• licence agreement—authorises another party to exercise some of the rights of the IP owner in the IP while the 
owner still maintains ownership and ultimate control of the IP. A licence of IP rights can also form part of a larger 
partnership and is often dealt with in a contract for manufacturing and research and development

• joint venture agreement—can specifically deal with the IP rights between the parties and be tailored to the 
technological and commercial requirements of the arrangement. See: Joint venture agreements—overview and 
Practice Note: Intellectual property aspects of corporate joint ventures, and

• royalties—an exploitation clause in a commercial agreement can deal with the payment of royalties, if both 
parties have contributed to the development of the technology equally then this clause may provide for 
royalty-free cross-licensing of each party’s IP rights

Another key issue which should be expressly addressed in any agreement is which party will bear the cost of obtaining and 
maintaining such IP rights in the technology. It is also worth considering which party has the best means or resources of 
maintaining IP rights. In basic terms parties should ask themselves, does one party already have a framework in place for 
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managing an IP portfolio, does one party have the international know-how to obtain universal protection if required, does 
one party have greater resources to expend more on renewal fees or any possible infringement action? Ownership may be 
best vested in the party who is able to adequately meet the aforementioned requirements.

New business models

Technology companies entering into arrangements with third parties including manufacturers, knowledge providers and 
research and development experts in order to assist in the process of commercialising their technology is becoming more 
common place. We are seeing an emergence of what some have described as the ‘open innovation model’. This model, unlike 
the classic closed model allows businesses to operate and innovate by sharing internal and external resources with third 
parties. This model enables businesses to operate by more profitable means, reducing costs, improving their design to 
market timescales and increasing the gap between themselves and their competitors.

This IP-based business model is potentially advantageous for start-ups which would allow these new firms the ability to 
continue progressing and focusing on their technological know-how while outsourcing functions they do not have the 
capacity or experience to do themselves. This could include outsourcing manufacturing and distribution responsibilities to 
established market players that already possess the required resources to facilitate these functions and thereby the growth 
of the start-up. For more information about outsourcing, see: Preliminary issues in outsourcing—overview and Outsourcing 
agree-ments—overview.

The consequence of this model on a company’s IP rights is that any technology developed, albeit covered by various IP 
rights and therefore able to be protected, is owned by different parties. Licensing agreements, along with non-disclosure 
agreements (NDAs), play a crucial role in open innovation for this reason. A licence will allow a third party a right to utilise 
the IP of another which would otherwise constitute an infringement of their IP rights. The party granting a licence and 
therefore providing the contractual right to a user to exploit the IP can be restricted based on the terms of the licence, 
common examples include restricting sublicensing to competitors, limiting the scope by territory, fields of use or exclusive/
non-exclusive terms.

Further when entering into agreements with third parties, if you are to share your own IP with a third party (often referred 
to as Background IP) care should be taken to govern the terms upon which the Background IP can be used. It is also key 
to ensure that any agreement deals with the ownership of IP which may be generated during the term of the agreement 
(Foreground IP). For more information about Foreground and Background IP, see Precedents: Background IP and 
Foreground IP definitions and Collaboration agreement.

Parties should be cautious in adopting an open model without due consideration as any publication or sharing of information 
relating to a patent, for example, would lose the right of patent protection, if it can be said that the novelty of the invention 
had been lost. Parties are nevertheless encouraged to seek legal advice when entering into new commercial relationships 
where the development of new technology is to be involved.

Freedom to operate searches

When first considering the development of new technology and prior to the launching of a new product into commercial 
markets, freedom to operate searches should be considered. By examining this issue businesses are provided with an 
assurance that the technology is considered commercially safe to be made and sold in a particular country, without 
constituting an infringement of someone’s existing IP. Such searches can also prove beneficial when seeking external 
investment or board approval due to the level of assurance it provides.

Should searches reveal that the technology may preclude an existing right, then the technology could be adapted to be 
produced in a way that does not constitute an infringement, therefore the sooner this information is obtained the more 
cost and time effective it will be to the business. A search could also reveal opportunities to collaborate with a party with 
existing technology that you could seek to license a right of usage from. It is worth highlighting though that this is a specialist 
question and specialist advice should be obtained.
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Future proofing commercial agreements?

The advancement of technology inevitably means defined terms that are frequently used within commercial contracts can 
become redundant due to the term falling out of common usage. A familiar example will be the movement away from the 
once popular format of DVD towards downloading. So what does this mean for IP? It should be considered when drafting 
whether a term is likely to fall out of use during the lifetime of the agreement, so where rights are being assigned or 
licensed relating to the right to use technology pertaining to a particular format it would be prudent, if required, to include 
express wording as to whether the use of any new technology would also be included within the rights being granted under 
the agreement.

Contracts should also consider the possibility that despite all the required checks at the outset, infringements claims may 
arise in the future. When entering into agreements with a third party, the licensor should ensure that provision is made 
so the licensor maintains the right to deal with any such claims themselves, rather than leaving the protection of their 
technology and ultimately their brand up to a third party.

Obtaining appropriate IP protection

Parties are encouraged to consider and take advice as to the most appropriate protection for their outputs.

Typically, if patent protection is required this should be considered early on in the innovation process to ensure that 
protection is not inadvertently lost. In most countries, including the UK, an invention must be considered new at the date of 
filing the first patent application to be considered for patent protection.

The ‘first to file’ rule in relation to patents, for example, is a stark reminder of the importance of dealing with IP protection 
as soon as practicable. Nevertheless, the UK operates on a slightly more lenient system whereby a priority date is provided 
once first application is filed, after this date, anything that is produced or becomes known in the public domain cannot 
be considered in the search for ‘prior art’ and therefore cannot be used in refusing an application. The earlier a patent 
application is filed, the earlier ‘priority date’ can be provided and therefore less likely the invention will have lost the required 
novel element.

In considering the application process for patent protection as well as other IP rights in general, it is important to ensure that 
a paper trail is maintained, demonstrating the process in which the invention was created, who was involved and who owns 
the right to it. This evidence albeit useful in making an application can also aid in any claims disputing ownership of the IP at a 
later date. For information about patent applications, see Practice Notes:

• Applying for a UK national patent

• Applying for a European patent, and

• Applying for a patent under the Patent Co-operation Treaty

When seeking to obtain registered IP protection for technology and innovations, patents are the most common form of 
registered IP protection which is sought. However, innovators should consider all available forms of registered IP available.

In particular, in order to support the process of bringing a new product or service to market, it is important to build a 
strong brand to grow your customer base and reputation. Trade marks provide broad ranging protection and can protect 
an array of subject matter including product names, trading and business names, logos and product packaging and colours. 
When building a brand, it is key to ensure that the selected brand is capable of registration and you need to ensure that the 
brand protection which is sought is tailored to your product and/or service. Further, trade marks are territorial so when 
you build a brand you should consider in which territories registered protection should be sought. Your brand strategy is 
important and this is something that an advisor can support with. For more information, see Practice Note: Trade mark 
registration—strategy.

In addition to trade marks and patents, innovators should consider seeking registered design protection. Whereas patents 
protect inventions in products and processes and trade marks protect brands, registered designs protect the appearance of 
products. As style is often a key element of new products which are at the cutting edge of technology, seeking to protect the 
aesthetics of such products is important. The cost of obtaining a registered design is comparably cheaper than the process 
for obtaining a patent or trade mark and therefore, it is always prudent to explore whether design protection is available. 
The law relating to design rights is complex and it is advisable to seek specialist advice. For more information, see Practice 
Note: Protection and management of designs—a practical guide.
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Software and algorithms, often featured heavily in technological inventions are difficult to protect under patent law in 
the UK, copyright protection for the code itself being the most appropriate option in the UK. Contrastingly, software can 
be granted patent protection under US law. Parties therefore need to consider making international applications for IP 
protection especially if seeking to commercialise the technology on a global scale. For more information about software, see:

• Software—overview

• Practice Note: Copying software and copyright, and

• Practice Note: US, EPO and UK approaches to patenting software

In addition to copyright, the related IP right of database rights should be considered. Database rights are a form of IP right 
which may exist in any database which has been created. There are a number of different types of databases, for example 
employee databases, accounts databases and Customer Relationship Management systems. As data is frequently becoming 
a valuable commodity and data powers a number of different software applications, for example artificial intelligence, 
protecting the representation of this data is important and database rights should not be overlooked. For more information, 
see Practice Note: Legal protection of databases in the UK.

A strong IP strategy for tech companies would be to obtain registered IP protection early on in every territory in which they 
hope to market their product and maintain a robust IP portfolio. However, the costs of this approach can be prohibitive. 
A business decision needs to be made about which territories they want to obtain protection, the costs of doing so and 
where their competitors operate are all factors to consider. ‘First to file’ jurisdictions like China, as mentioned, need special 
consideration as it can be costly for companies to buy back their own IP rights or more adversely, contend with litigation 
at later date.

Considering confidential information

As soon as you enter into discussions with a third party, whether that be in relation to collaborating on an innovation project 
or outsourcing your manufacturing to an established market player, an NDA should be negotiated and signed by both parties. 
The provisions of the agreement will depend on the relationship being set out, it is advisable therefore if using a precedent 
document, to consider making amendments to ensure the agreement reflects accurately the transaction in hand and is 
tailored to suit your needs. If complex amendments are required or the third party you are entering into an agreement with 
has significant negotiating power it is advisable to seek legal advice. For examples of NDAs, see Precedents:

• Confidentiality agreement—mutual

• Confidentiality agreement—one-way—pro-discloser, and

• Confidentiality agreement—one-way—pro-recipient

Confidential information can also be effectively dealt with within ongoing arrangements between the parties, for example 
in an agreement to assign IP rights. When considering contractual wording, confidentiality provisions can be drafted on a 
pro-assignor or pro-assignee basis depending on what is required by the parties.

Confidentiality is crucial in the realm of patents and trade secrets. Information that is inherently confidential due to it being 
commercially sensitive like the classic example of a secret formula may not meet the high threshold for patent protection, 
and even if patent protection could be successfully obtained, businesses may prefer to seek protection by means of a trade 
secret. In doing so, the secret formula can remain confidential and need not be publicised to gain protection, like in the case 
of a patent. If such methods are preferable to a company then it is evident how crucial maintaining confidentiality is and thus 
ensuring confidential information is contained at the outset. For more information, see Practice Note: Trade secrets and 
confidential information—protection and enforcement.

Adopting a ‘Go-to-Market’ strategy

To financially benefit from IP protection parties should reach an agreement regarding their IP strategy early on. Some have 
touted the ‘Go-to-Market’ strategy as a way to successfully manage the transition into a tech partnership while reaching the 
full commercial potential of the technology.
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The European IP Helpdesk has published some key focal points to be considered in order for parties to plan and implement a 
strong ‘Go-to-Market’ strategy:

• what will be the key resulting product/service/technology of the project which can be exploited? How will the 
value for further usage be considered? Who are your competitors and what solutions exist already?

• what IP protection and IP management measures have been decided on? Have you carefully considered 
conducting freedom to operate searches to minimise the risk of IP infringement and if so, have you 
considered the results?

• how will the parties to the project consider issues relating to joint ownership of any resulting IP and the 
management of exploitation activities?

• which results will be produced and could be potentially sold or licensed to other parties outside of the project, 
under which terms and conditions could this be done?

• who are the main innovators within the group who will be able to motivate the commercialisation of 
the technology?

• what are possible additional application areas that could benefit from the technology/results, even in another 
research area? Have you taken into account all applicable regulatory aspects or standards/norms?

• what is the unique selling proposition of your expected outputs, and what makes them more desirable 
to the market?

• what gap is there in the market, eg what are the needs/wants of the market/consumers? Who is likely to be the 
first adopters?

• what are the potential markets?

The challenges arising from the rapid development of new technologies

The rapid development of new technologies often requires the development of a parallel regulatory framework. However, 
any such framework must ensure that there is a balance between all interested parties which ensures that consumers are 
protected while not stifling or hindering innovation. Establishing a regulatory framework therefore presents huge challenges 
because if regulations are too onerous then companies may seek to do business in other territories which are not regulated 
to the same degree. Furthermore, it is important for regulators to seek to build consensus with companies which are at the 
cutting edge of technology so as to ensure that the companies which understand their technology best of all can support in 
the formulation of such standards and practices.

The tech industry is fiercely competitive and the race to develop the next technological advancement is persistently looming. 
In light of this, the need for companies to be increasingly interoperable has consequences for the creation and protection 
of IP rights. Some companies have sought to capitalise on this trend, and in recent years, there has been a rise in companies 
forming for the sole purpose of purchasing patents, despite not producing or manufacturing anything themselves.

Occasionally, some businesses which acquire patent portfolios can aggressively police their newly acquired rights and stray 
into the realm of becoming what is known as a ‘patent troll’. Businesses of this nature make a profit through obtaining the 
patent or patents and then charge companies licence fees to use the technology and if they do not license the technology, 
they pursue patent infringement. Due to the desire to rapidly develop technology, firms are often forced to deal with patent 
trolls, however, the financial hardships relating to patent trolls can be dealt with through indemnity and warranty provisions 
in licensing agreements.

In general, there is a concern that the law and regulations cannot keep up with the speed in which technology is developing. 
Undoubtedly, there is always going to be an inconsistency between the two, however, an example of the law adapting to fit 
with the ever-changing landscape of technology is the new privacy by design requirements codified in the EU General Data 
Protection Regulation, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 ((EU GDPR). Article 25 of the EU GDPR is intended to demonstrate that 
a company has given due consideration, at the outset, to its activities relating to the processing of data. An assessment must 
be carried out, known as a data protection impact assessment (DPIA), for those involved in processing data that has specific 
risks to individuals. The UK General Data Protection Regulation, Retained Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (UK GDPR) provides 
for DPIAs in the UK. For more information, see: Data protection impact assessments—DPIAs—overview.
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On a basic level, the provision supports companies seeking to integrate data protection and privacy into their systems, 
practices and internal procedures—thereby utilising technology to ensure data protection is a priority. Data privacy 
protections are for the benefit of everyone, and businesses are actively encouraged to consider data privacy as an 
integral system.

What this means, is that businesses must maintain a flexible business model to take into account any legislative changes 
surrounding technology and the ongoing need to incorporate IP management mechanisms. The electric car manufacturer, 
Tesla, is a good example of a company successfully aligning their business model with their IP strategy. Tesla announced back 
in 2014 that ‘All our patent are belong to you’—the idea was that the spirit of open source for the advancement towards 
electrical vehicles meant that prohibiting others from using the technology to innovate themselves, as a patent grants a 
monopoly to the owner, is contrary to Tesla’s goal. The CEO of Tesla confirmed that they would not initiate litigation relating 
to their patents, against anyone who in good faith wanted to use their technology—thereby allowing competitors access to 
its patented technology.

What can be learnt from this? Some technology feeds from and benefits from the network effect, the more innovation and 
innovators successfully developing technology means it will become more common use and thus more profitable for all 
involved. Tesla is an example of this, the more common use electric cars become, the more charging stations will be built, the 
more governments will expend to develop infrastructure to fit with technological and social trends and thereby the more 
petrol and diesel car buyers will purchase electric as it becomes more readily accessible. What Tesla recognises, like many 
tech companies, is that they can’t build an industry alone, it is a virtuous cycle.

However, an approach of this nature will not be appropriate for all businesses and sectors.

When do IP disputes arise? How can they be avoided?

The UK Intellectual Property Office (UKIPO) deals with the registration, renewal and challenges to the validity of IP rights in 
the UK. The UKIPO provides guidance for IP rights holders concerned with IP disputes.

Owners of IP rights are often faced with the reality that someone is infringing their protected IP rights and must contend 
with the formalities of enforcing these rights. In England and Wales, IP disputes may be resolved through a number of 
forums, but typically disputes are dealt with in the High Court or the Intellectual Property Enterprise Court. Before pursuing 
litigation, disputes can often be resolved by negotiating a licence to authorise a third party to utilise the technology or in 
alternative, a settlement agreement which could involve a co-existence agreement. For more information and example 
agreements, see:

• Settlement and settling disputes—overview

• Precedent: Settlement agreement—IP dispute—short form

• Practice Note: Trade mark coexistence agreements

Disputes can often arise with a licensee, in order to minimise any issues, a licensor should balance the need to consistently 
police the actions of the licensee through inspection etc against the need to minimise the costs related to the management 
of the licence agreement. The agreement itself can seek to mitigate these issues through clear provisions relating to the 
mechanics of any inspection and setting out dispute resolution procedures that can lead to the swift settlement 
of any disputes.

The administrative and costly burden of disputes can be minimised by companies developing an effective and robust filing 
and enforcement strategy. Whatever strategy a company selects must fit with their business needs, considering the nature of 
the business and territory.

For more information about IP disputes, see: General IP disputes—overview and Practice Note: Running an IP dispute.
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